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ABSTRACT

Article history:

A novel right-handed circular polarization (RHCP) folded reflectarray
antenna with optimized parameters is presented at 60GHz. The RHCP folded
reflectarray antenna is designed using left handed circularly polarized
selective surface (LHCPSS) Pierrot unit cell. Through simulation, it is shown
that the antenna operates well at 60GHz. The maximum antenna directivity is
19dB with a reflection coefficient below -15dB. The radiation patterns
showed good responses with side lobes level below -10dB. In addition, the
best axial ratio at 60GHz is achieved as 0.75dB.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of millimeter wave wireless communication systems and radar systems lead
to the increasing demand of the high gain, low-profile and low-cost antenna [1]. Reflectarray antenna (RA)
had met the criteria needed which associate the positive characteristic from the reflector antenna and array
antenna [2]. Moreover, RA surpassed both antenna by overcoming the bulky size in reflector antenna and
avoid the losses caused by the complex feeding network in array antenna [3],[4]. The most compact version
of RA known as folded reflectarray antenna (FRA). It introduces the polarizing grid component which
reduces the height of RA [5],[6].
In a communication system that uses Circular Polarized (CP) radiation, the rotational orientation of
the transmitter and the receiver antennas do not impact the received signal strength. On the other hand, for
linearly polarized signals, the reception will be very weak reception if the transmitter and receiver antennas
are in orthogonal position. Moreover, a CP antenna can contribute to more enhanced channel performance
when compared to a linear polarized (LP) antenna because they can effectively reduce multipath
interferences [7]. In this paper, a new right-handed circular polarization (RHCP) folded reflectarray antenna
has been designed. More specifically, a folded reflectarray antenna that converts left-handed circular
polarization (LHCP) plane wave to RHCP. In this configuration, the left-handed circular polarization
selective surface (LHCPSS) is used to reflect LHCP wave source and let reflected RHCP wave pass through
it unaffected. It started with the incident wave from the LHCP waveguide is reflected back by the LHCPSS.
Then, the reflected LHCP wave is converted to RHCP by the reflectarray reflector. As a result, the reflected
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RHCP waves can pass through the LHCPSS and radiates. The basic antenna configuration is shown in Figure
1. All of the antenna designs are simulated using HFSS software and the performances are then evaluated and
presented in the results and discussion section.

Figure 1. Right handed folded reflectarray antenna basic configuration

2.

METHODOLOGY
Three main components have been designed namely circular polarized selective surface, reflectarray
reflector surface and full RHCP folded reflectarray antenna. Each design method is explained in the
following sub section.
2.1. The Design of Circularly Polarized Selective Surface
An ideal Circularly Polarized Selective Surface (CPSS) is a reciprocal, lossless, perfectly selective,
symmetrically structure such that the wave reflected from it will be of the same polarization hand as the
incident wave polarization type to which it is sensitized. If a wave of the opposite polarization is then
applied, it will be transmitted through the surface. Figure 2 shows an ideal LHCPSS that will entirely reflect
an incident left-handed circularly polarized sense, while simultaneously allowing a right-handed circular
polarized signal to pass unimpeded through the structure.
Basic Pierrot LHCPSS was chosen and design because of its simple configuration. Figure 3 shows
the original LHCPSS Pierrot structure [8] which consist of 1λ bending long wire. Each transverse arm is 3λ/8
long in x and y directions. Meanwhile, the longitudinal section is λ/4 long in the z direction. The quarter
wave section in the z-axis direction ensures that the two linearly polarized components of the incident
circularly polarized wave reach the respective dipoles in phase or out of the phase, depending on the incident
CP signal.

Figure 2. The LHCPSS will reflect back the left-handed circular polarization and let the right-handed circular
polarization pass through
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Figure 3. Basic Pierrot CPSS element geometry [8]

The optimized dimensions of the LHCPSS Pierrot unit cell were selected after the parametric
studied. Table 1 shows the dimensions of LHCPSS unit cell and the configuration of the LHCPSS unit cell
design is shown in Figure 4.

Table 1. Optimized LHCPSS unit cell design
Parameters
LHCPSS transverse arm length, l
LHCPSS height, h
Periodicity, p
Arm width, d

(a)

Dimension
2.075mm
1.25mm
2.6mm
0.1mm

(b)

Figure 4. Optimized LHCPSS unit cell configuration (a) 3D view and (b) Top view

2.2. The Design of Reflectarray Reflector Surface
The next component design is the reflectarray reflector. The objective of this component is to
convert the LHCP reflected wave from the LHCPSS to RHCP wave and at the same time, compensates the
phase delay due the different wave path length so that, the antenna will have broadside radiation. The
reflector is made from 11 x 11 unit cell array elements with a spacing of 0.48λ 0 (2.4mm). The substrate
chosen to be duriod 5880 material with permittivity, ε r = 2.2 and thickness of 0.254mm. Furthermore, the
distance between LHCPSS and reflectarray reflector is given as 6.25mm. Figure 5 shows the layout of 11 x
11 reflectarray reflector surface.
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Figure 5. 11 x 11 array elements of reflectarray reflector surface

The unit cell dimensions are depending on the calculated required phase delay coming from the
square waveguide phase center to the unit cell positions. To convert LHCP to RHCP waves, the metallic
patch of the unit cell of reflectarray reflector is selected to have a square shape so that, the reflected field of
Ex and Ey components will not only have similar magnitude but also have 90° reverse phase difference
responses. For an ideal LHCP plane wave, the Ey phase is always lagging by 90° compared to Ex component
and vice versa for the RHCP wave. The unit cell of reflectarray reflector is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Unit cell of reflectarray reflector

2.3. Full Design of RHCP Folded Reflectarray Antenna
LHCP square waveguide is then designed with a dimension of 3.8mm x 3.8mm. LHCP square
waveguide is used as the feed source to illuminate the CP incident wave signal. The complete antenna
structure is simulated using full wave HFSS simulation. Figure 7 and Table 2 describe the full antenna
configuration and its dimensions.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 7. (a) Cross section view and (b) Top view of RHCP folded reflectarray antenna

Table 2. RHCP folded reflectarray antenna dimensions
Antenna Characteristics
Length, L
Width, W
Height , h
Left handed circular polarization selective surface
(LHCPSS)

Reflectarray reflector unit cells

Reflectarray reflector dielectric substrate

LHCP square waveguide

3.

Dimensions
26.5mm
26.5mm
6.25mm
Height = 1.25mm
LHCPSS transverse arm length = 2.075mm
Periodicity = 2.6mm
Arm width = 0.1mm
Varies (0.1mm to 2mm) depending to required
phase delay
Periodicity = 2.4mm
Duroid , εr = 2.2
h = 0.254mm
Tanδ = 0.0009
Length = 3.8mm
Width = 3.8mm

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two important terms which are isolation and transmission loss are used to represent the LHCPSS
performances. The isolation for LHCPSS is found by applying the LHCP plane wave illumination. The
difference of the LHCP field intensity received with and without the LHCPSS inserted in front of the receiver
is then measured. On the other hand, the transmission loss is found by measuring the difference of the RHCP
field intensity received with and without the LHCPSS inserted when the unit cell is illuminated by RHCP
plane wave. In theory, in order to have good LHCPSS performances, it should have highest isolation value
with lowest transmission loss. High LHCPSS isolation indicates that most of the incident wave is radiated
back from the LHCP surface. Meanwhile, the lowest transmission loss means that the incident wave from the
RHCP illumination is passed through the surface with minimum losses.
The simulation result presented in Figure 8 indicates that the LHCPSS unit cell has a satisfactory
performance at 60GHz. The highest isolation magnitude achived is 22.7dB with minimum transmission loss
0.7dB at 60GHz.
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Figure 8. Isolation and transmission loss of optimized LHCPSS unit cell

Figure 9 shows the antenna performances in term of the reflection coefficient, directivity, radiation
pattern and axial ratio for the complete folded reflectarray antenna. The simulation results show that the
antenna has good performances at 60GHz. The reflection coefficient response is below -10dB for frequency
range from 55GHz to 65GHz as can be seen from Figure 9(a). The broadside antenna directivity at 60GHz is
obtained as 19dB can be found from Figure 9(b). Meanwhile, the -1dB radiation bandwidth is calculated as
4GHz (57.5GHz to 61.5GHz). Furthermore, the RHCP (co–polarization) radiation patterns also show
excellent results with side lobes level below -10dB at 60GHz as evident in Figure 9(c). The LHCP patterns
(cross – polarization) depicted a magnitude below -19dB. Finally, the antenna best axial ratio obtained is
0.75dB at 60GHz with 3dB axial ratio bandwidth of 9GHz (55GHz to 64GHz) as shown in Figure 9(d).

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure 9. Simulation results of RHCP folded reflectarray antenna (a) Reflection coefficient, (b) Directivity
(c) Radiation patterns at 60GHz and (d) Axial ratio

4.

CONCLUSION
As a conclusion, the complete design of novel RHCP folded reflectarray antenna has been
presented. From the simulation, it is shown that the antenna operates well at 60GHz. The maximum antenna
directivity obtained is 19dB with a reflection coefficient below -15dB. The radiation patterns also show good
responses with side lobes level below -10dB. Finally, the best axial ratio at 60GHz is achieved as 0.75dB.
The outcomes suggest the possibility to convert a left handed circular polarization to right handed circular
polarization using LHCPSS structure.
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